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The commercial…...

• TaprootMedia.com 
• Calvin's moonlighting business to help people 

produce, publish, promote, and market their 
own podcasts and webcasts.

• mailto:calvin@taprootmedia.com 

• AmericanaMusicShow.com 
• A weekly, two-hour music podcast featuring 

hand-picked, road-tested american music and 
interviews with your next favorite bands. 

• Delivered as a podcast and syndicated radio 
show. 

http://taprootmedia.com/
mailto:calvin@taprootmedia.com
http://americanamusicshow.com/
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What's a “marketing funnel”?

•Also known as an “AIDA Journey,” a marketing funnel is a conceptual map 
that describes someone's “journey” or mental evolution toward taking a 
desired action. Based on work of Elias St. Elmo Lewis, a pioneer in the use 
of advertising in the early 1900s. He described a consumer's journey toward 
a purchase in terms of:
•Awareness 
•Interest
•Desire
•Action

•Usually represented as a funnel to represent shrinking numbers of people. 
(e.g., Not everyone who becomes aware develops an interest.)

Awareness

Interest

Desire

Action
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Follow on “funnels”

•Over the years, the AIDA funnel has been 
adapted to many uses: 
•eCommerce web purchasing funnels or 

“conversion funnels”
•Non-profit volunteer engagement funnels
•Public health / community engagement 

funnels
•“REAN” model often used for “lifestyle,” 

“ecommerce” scenarios. 
• Calvin would give credit to the inventor of the 

REAN model, if he knew who it is.  
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Characteristics of a podcast (from a marketing perspective)

•Good
A podcast is a series of MP3 files released over time that 

people listen to. 
•Better: 

A podcast is a type of content that consists of a series of 
MP3 which an audience subscribes to and listens to over 
time.

•Best 
A podcast is the attention of a loyal, long-term, well-defined 

audience who subscribe to download multiple MP3 files 
over time because they are entertained and/or informed.

aka “if you're not paying for it, your attention is the product.”
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Calvin's Podcast Goals – Build the audience

Build an audience of devoted listeners who want to listen 
to the show week after week.  

● People who subscribe to the show 
● People who send frantic emails if the week's 

episode is late
● People who leave positive reviews/ratings/etc
● Not total number of downloads 
● Not number of listeners 
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Calvin's Podcast Goals – Sell the attention

Sell marketing opportunities to companies 
interested in the podcast audience  
● In a way that helps build the 

audience instead of reducing it
● Without cannibalizing, diluting or 

misdirecting audience 
enthusiasm.
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Calvin's “marketing funnel” for building a podcast audience
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

Music fan 
discovers a 
podcast episode 
through their 
existing musical 
interests.

“I follow 
@raywylie and 
saw a tweet about 
the episode you 
did with him.” 

Music fan listens 
to an episode in a 
low risk / no risk 
environment. 

“If I stumble 
across an episode 
and the guest or 
headline is 
interesting, I might 
listen, maybe.”

Music fan signs 
up for a free, easy 
subscription to the 
podcast.

“This show is 
awesome! I don't 
want to miss an 
episode!”

Music fan 
becomes an 
active participant, 
through show 
campaigns, 
advocacy, & 
contributions. 

“I helped the 
podcast get Dale 
Watson 
nominated for the 
Austin Music 
Awards.” 

Music fan is 
rewarded for 
loyalty and 
participation. 

“I won a free CD 
at the monthly 
podcast 
giveaway.” 
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Why it matters…..

● Because time, money, and patience are finite resources
● The marketing funnel helps you decide what plugins, services, and tactics are worth your time & money

● Now, let's use the marketing funnel to drive which services, plugins, and tactics to use…..
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Downloading and listening to an MP3 file from a WordPress Host
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

Music fan visits 
post with 
download link or 
listens using WP 
media player.

Problem:
 
Even the “unlimited” web hosting companies are not 
unlimited in the contract fine print. If your podcast becomes 
popular, the bandwidth used to transfer the MP3 files will 
overwhelm the web host and they will make you leave. 
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Downloading and listening to an MP3 file from a WordPress Host
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

Music fan visits 
blog post and 
clicks link or player 
to MP3 file from 
your media 
hosting company

Solution: 
● Use a media hosting company to host the MP3 file.
● Use media host URL for the MP3 file in WP post links / 

embedded players. 

Libsyn & Blubrry are the most common media hosts

Added benefit: Accurate download statistics that comply 
with nascent standards about what is/isn't an “episode 
download.”
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Registering a podcast RSS feed in iTunes plate
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

Music fan finds 
your podcast in 
iTunes because 
you registered 
your WP RSS 
feed w/ iTunes.

65% of all podcast downloads come from iOS devices.
35% comes from Android, Web, and set top boxes.

You must be in iTunes, which requires registering an RSS feed to represent your 
podcast.
 
Problem: 
iTunes requires extensions to RSS which are not supported by the WP built-in feed 
generator.
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Registering a podcast RSS feed in iTunes
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

Music fan finds 
your podcast in 
the iTunes 
directory “new & 
notable” because 
it complies to 
iTunes' RSS Feed 
standards. 

Solution: 
There are several WP plugins that can be used to generate iTunes compliant RSS 
Feeds. 

Most popular by far is PowerPress.
 
Added benefit: Lots of podcast players pull from the iTunes directory, eliminating the 
need to register your podcast with them individually. 
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iTunes client / iOS Podcasts App journey
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

iTunes user 
searches on a 
topic of interest. 
Finds a podcast 
on the topic. Visits 
podcast page in 
iTunes. 

iTunes user clicks 
the play button for 
an episode and 
listens. iTunes 
user reads show 
notes in iTunes.  

iTunes user wants 
to hear all the 
episodes, clicks 
the subscribe 
button. 

iTunes user 
leaves rating / 
reviews of show 
for others to see. 

iTunes controls 
pre & post listen 
experience, which 
only serves 
iTunes.

Virtually no way to 
communicate / 
nurture 
relationship w/ 
listener

Not so 
Awesome!Awesome! Awesome!Awesome! Awesome!

Problem: 
● iTunes is great for enabling people to discover your podcast and enabling them to 

listen to your show on a regular basis.
 

● iTunes is a terrible platform for building a relationship with audience that leads to long 
term loyalty and advocacy. 

● Only way to get the listener to your site is to hear, remember, and correctly type in a 
URL.  (Calvin calls this the “brain gap” problem) 
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iTunes client / iOS Podcasts App journey
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

iTunes user 
searches on a 
topic of interest. 
Finds a podcast 
on the topic. Visits 
podcast page in 
iTunes. 

iTunes user clicks 
the play button for 
an episode and 
listens. iTunes 
user reads show 
notes in iTunes.  

iTunes user wants 
to hear all the 
episodes, clicks 
the subscribe 
button. 

iTunes user 
leaves rating / 
reviews of show 
for others to see. 

iTunes controls 
pre & post listen 
experience, which 
only serves 
iTunes.

Virtually no way to 
communicate / 
nurture 
relationship w/ 
listener

Not so 
Awesome!Awesome! Awesome!Awesome! Awesome!

Solution: 
● Give listeners a compelling reason to visit your website.

E.g., Show notes with links to external resources, tip sheets, giveaways, contests, 
and related posts.

●  Use simple, easy to remember URLs
● E.g. visit americanamusicshow.com/episode267 for show notes and links to the 

albums you heard today. 
● Lots of URL shortener plugins. Calvin likes the free Pretty Link Lite plugin

● Use only a few URLs per episode. 
● The more URLs you include, the fewer will be remembered!
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Promoting your podcast in Twitter
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

Music fan sees a 
tweet linking to 
your episode MP3 
file

e.g. 
Americana Music 
Show #267! 
http://goo.gl/edT
Wn6 

Clicks the link to 
your MP3 file and 
listens within their 
twitter app for a 
few seconds, 
maybe a few 
minutes.

Listener may or 
may not visit your 
site. 

Problem:  
● New listeners are not searching for your show because they 

don't know about it. So they never see the tweet.

● When people are scanning their twitter feeds, they have very 
short attention span.  

● Linking directly to your MP3 files means your only way to 
further the relationship is to get them to remember and visit 
your in-episode URLs. (i.e. The “brain gap problem again.”)

● Short-sighted podcasters will use this technique to boost their 
download numbers, but it's virtually impossible to convert this 
listener into a subscriber, which should be your real goal. 
Remember the product is the attention of a loyal, long-term 
audience. 
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Promoting your podcast in Twitter
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

Music fan 
searches on a 
term they are 
interested in & 
finds a tweet 
linking to your 
episode page on 
WP

Music fan follows 
the link to an 
episode post on 
your WP site, 
Sees what the ep 
is about and 
clicks the 
embedded player.

While listening to 
the episode on 
the music player, 
Listener reads the 
show notes, finds 
out more about 
the show, sees 
how to subscribe, 
etc. 

Solution:   
● People discover your show 

through Twitter searches and by 
your guests retweeting to their 
followers. 

● Send your guests a link to the 
tweet and ask them to click 
retweet!  

● Your episode page also sells the 
podcast as a whole

● Your episode page must have a 
call to action to move people to 
subscribe!
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Episode page example

Banner logo tells you what you need to 
know about the site and the podcast

Two different ways to play the episode 
Three different places on the page for 

subscribing
Four different ways to “subscribe.” 
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Promoting your podcast on Facebook and other social media sites
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

User discovers 
your “page” on 
Facebook/YouTub
e/Google+/Pintere
st/Tumbler/etc 
and Likes / 
follows / 
subscribes / 
whatever.

You post an 
episode 
announcement on 
the platform.

User may or may 
not see the 
announcement, 
may or may not 
click the link to 
visit your episode 
page to listen. 

Problems:  
● You are competing with the social media platform for the 

attention of the user.
● You want the user to leave the platform and visit your site so 

you can build a relationship. 
● Social media platform wants the user to spend as much time 

as possible on their platform 
● Social media platform can just decide not to show user what you 

posted. (FB is the worst!) and or charge you to deliver your 
message to the user. (FB is the worst!)

● Your episode announcements are not visible to potential new 
listeners. (Maybe if they search for the right terms.)  

● You are at the mercy of the social media platform to give you 
tools you need to build a relationship with your listeners.  
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Promoting your podcast on Facebook and other social media sites
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

Existing listener 
shares your 
episode post on 
their social 
network to their 
friends / groups/ 
circles / whatever. 

Friends see the 
post because they 
have an interest 
in what their 
friends are doing 
and see the  
“word of mouth” 
recommendation.

The word of 
mouth 
recommendation 
piques the friend's 
interest and they 
follow the link to 
the episode page. 

Friend sees the 
episode page, 
listens to the 
episode via the 
embedded player.

Solution:   
● NEVER use social media platforms as 

a “home base” for your show. Your WP 
site is your platform. Period! Setting up 
a base on other people's platforms 
divides your time and energy and 
community. (Not everyone uses 
Facebook. I swear! It's true!)

● Use social media platforms as a “word 
of mouth” recommendation engine. 

● Use a “social sharing” plugin to add 
buttons to your episode page to make it 
easy for your listeners to share the 
episode with others. 

● Calvin uses “Genesis Simple 
Share” because it is space efficient 
and looks good. 

While listening to 
the episode on 
the music player, 
listener reads the 
show notes, finds 
out more about 
the show, sees 
how to subscribe, 
etc. 
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Social sharing buttons

Social sharing buttons are just above player so listener can't 
miss them. 

Counts show how many other people have shared, which 
encourages listener to also share. 

Buttons don't dominate the page, but are easy to see, and are 
somewhat intuitive.  

Note that there are no social media follow buttons on the 
page! 
(This is a somewhat controversial recommendation. But 

have you ever seen a Google+ follow button on a FB 
group?)
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Converting listeners into subscribers
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

Listener hears 
you say in your 
episode, “Go to 
iTunes and 
subscribe to my 
show!”

Listener might 
remember to do 
this. 

Listener might not 
get distracted by 
something else, 

Listener might 
successfully type 
the name of your 
show in iTunes 
and find it. 

Problem:   
● It's the “brain gap” problem again.

● Although iTunes is the “900 lb. gorilla in 
the room”, it's still only 65% of podcast 
listens. What about everyone else? 
How are they going to subscribe? 
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Converting listeners into subscribers
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

Listener visits 
your episode post 
to play the 
episode and sees 
subscribe calls to 
action 

Or 

Listener hears 
you say, “Visit 
mypodcast.com/s
ubscribe for 
everything you 
need to get a free 
subscription

Regardless of 
how the listener 
ends up on your 
site, he/she 
should always 
see an obvious, 
low effort way to 
subscribe to the 
show. 

Solution: 
Minimize the “brain gap problem” by 
giving listener an easy to remember URL. 

americanamusicshow.com/subscribe
americanamusicshow.com/episode267 

Convert visitors/listeners to subscribers 
with a primary call-to-action. 
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Converting listeners 
to subscribers

You MUST support subscribing via: 
Email (see next slide)
iTunes (65% market share)
Stitcher (Most popular on Android, one of the leading 

platforms for car players) 
RSS – Giving people an RSS feed URL to add to their 

favorite podcast player app (if your show is not 
already in the app's directory) 

Other podcast players.  If you make sure you are in all of 
the top 10 players, you'll be covering 98% of the 
market (Calvin's gut estimate.) Listen to  the Libsyn 
podcast called “The Feed” to hear which players are 
currently most popular. 
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The importance of email subscriptions

What is email subscription? 
Listener signs up to an email distribution list. You send an email to that 

list when a new episode is released to announce it. Email contains 
link to the episode page. 

There are many many email marketing services. Calvin uses 
MailChimp because they have great tutorials, fantastic customer 
support, and by far the lowest getting started cost. 

Why is it important? 
Your most loyal fans will subscribe to it.  
It is an opportunity to convert subscribers to participants through other 

content in the email. 
Note that people can subscribe to the show in iTunes AND email. 

Example “subscription email”
http://goo.gl/KOpai6

http://goo.gl/KOpai6
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When to syndicate your podcast

As your podcast becomes popular, you will start 
getting “offers” like this……

Should you accept their offer to syndicate your 
podcast?

Use the marketing funnel to determine how the 
syndication deal might help you achieve your 
goals…. 

Dear Calvin,

We run a rather unique radio station - the country's only independent full-
time, all-English-speaking radio station in XXX’s capital. As a not for 
profit, we are always looking for excellent shows to supplement our 
own, both to fit with our music and on-air feel and of course our 
listening audience - who often can and will be anything but XXXX... 
We attract a lot of American, Canadian and British listeners, plus 
many other nationalities who work and live at the heart of XXXXXand 
who choose to listen to us.

We have a potential 1 hr slot on a Saturday to add an 'Americana' style 
show to the line-up.

We already work with esteemed shows such as XXXX, XXX, XXX,  and 
XXX, who kindly supply us with content for us on our station, and who 
recognise what we're about and trying to achieve.

Would you be interested in agreeing for us to carry your show on a 
weekly basis perhaps?

Thank you for your time,
Sincerely,
XXXXXX,CEO XXXX
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When to syndicate your podcast – Questions to ask…...
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

Will syndication 
help people 
discover my 
podcast? 

Yes, if they turn 
on their radio at 
the same time my 
show is airing, 
they will hear my 
show.

What time slot? 
Saturday 3am is 
very different from 
Saturday 3pm 

Will people listen 
at syndicating 
station? 

Depends on 
demographic the 
station appeals to, 
&regional/cultural 
factors. 

Does the station 
give me any 
metrics.

How do I convert 
listeners at the 
station into 
podcast 
subscribers? 

Is my show 
featured 
prominently on 
their web site? Is 
their a link back to 
my WP site? 

Is the station 
stealing my web 
traffic? 
Subscribers?

Does the station 
have a social / 
political agenda? 

Are people going 
to assume my 
podcast endorses 
that agenda?

Can I have 
commercial 
messages / 
activity within my 
show? 
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Answers from CEO about syndication offer….
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

No guarantee of 
any particular 
time slot. They 
reserve the right 
to move shows 
around. They 
might put me on a 
good time slot to 
get my business 
then move me to 
a crappy time slot 
later.

Station reports no 
metrics about 
listenership to me. 
 They won't share 
rating service 
surveys with me. 
They won't tell me 
how many people 
connect to their 
internet stream 
during my show. 
Listeners are 
completely 
opaque to me

They have an 
online schedule. 
But it includes 
only the name of 
the show. No 
description. No 
link to my show's 
WP site. 

Station seems to 
be a fairly generic 
non-profit 
organization with 
both an FM 
license and 
internet stream. 
Located in a small 
country with a 
large English 
speaking 
population. 
Probably ok on 
this front. 

CEO is ok with 
podcast 
containing 
sponsorship 
messages and 
other activity. But 
they do overlay 
station 
ads/materials on 
top of the show, at 
unpredictable 
places. No 
“network clock” 
you can rely on.
No revenue 
sharing. 
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Calvin's Response to syndication offer….
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

No guarantee of 
any particular 
time slot. They 
reserve the right 
to move shows 
around. They 
might put me on a 
good time slot to 
get my business 
then move me to 
a crappy time slot 
later.

Station reports no 
metrics about 
listenership to me. 
 They won't share 
rating service 
surveys with me. 
They won't tell me 
how many people 
connect to their 
internet stream 
during my show. 
Listeners are 
completely 
opaque to me

They have an 
online schedule. 
But it includes 
only the name of 
the show. No 
description. No 
link to my show's 
WP site. 

Station seems to 
be a fairly generic 
non-profit 
organization with 
both an FM 
license and 
internet stream. 
Located in a small 
country with a 
large English 
speaking 
population. 
Probably ok on 
this front. 

CEO is ok with 
podcast 
containing 
sponsorship 
messages and 
other activity. But 
they do overlay 
station 
ads/materials on 
top of the show, at 
unpredictable 
places. No 
“network clock” 
you can rely on.
No revenue 
sharing. 

Calvin's response to this syndication offer:
   
● A polite, diplomatically worded  email that basically said, “Not just No, but Hell No.” 

● Note: Sometimes there may be mitigating factors that override the funnel. 

E.g. I syndicate the Americana Music Show on East Nashville Radio because I want a presence in that 
community. Lots of bands/singers in my genre located there. So it will help my show get on their radar and 
help me line up interview guests. 

Bottom line: Don't get so flattered by the syndication offers that you forget to ask, “what's in it for me? How is 
this helping with my goals?” 
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Community building / listener participation
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

“Leave me a five 
star rating on 
iTunes.” 

“Leave me a 
voicemail on 
Speakpipe.” 

Problem

Yes you want audience to send you feedback an you need to make 
 it easy for them to do so. 

But if it's a one way communication, it comes across as badgering, 
pandering, and guilt-driven. 
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Community building / listener participation
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

“Joe left a 
comment on 
episode 267 
saying how much 
he liked the new 
Eilen Jewell 
album. 

Thanks Joe, glad 
you enjoyed it. If 
you ever get the 
chance to see her 
live, do it. She's 
got a great thing 
going with the 
pearls and 
cowboy boots!”

Solution: 

You call it “feedback,” but what you want is a conversation. 
And it's best if it's not about you. It's best if the conversation is 
about what the show is about. 

Calvin uses the free version of mypodcastreviews.com to get all 
the show reviews from all over the world. 

Speakpipe is a great tool that enables people to leave “voicemail.” 

Consider a membership component of your website. 
Calvin uses BuddyPress, S2 Member, and PayPal Pro

Joe feels like he 
has an influence 
on the show and 
it's direction. Joe 
feels valued and 
is going to be 
more loyal to the 
show. 

Joe feels 
rewarded for his 
participation.
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Monetization and Rewarding Loyalty
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

“Let me reward 
your loyalty for 
listening week 
after week by 
interrupting the 
show with a 
sponsorship 
message!” 

Problem: 

Even if the sponsorship message is closely aligned with the topic of your podcast and it's about 
things your audience may be interested, it's still an interruption. 

Calvin is not saying, don't ever accept sponsorships or ads. Just be aware that you are 
interrupting your show with it. 
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Monetization and Rewarding Loyalty
Discover Listen Subscribe Participate Reward

“I'm giving away 
five copies of Joe 
Tex's latest album 
courtesy of Big 
Shot Records.” 

“This bonus 
episode is 
brought to you by 
Red Raccoon 
Media.”

“You get to hear 
Big Joe 
Hamilton's latest 
single before 
anyone else!”

Solution: 

Calvin tries to always turn sponsorships into campaigns that reward loyalty. 

Sponsorships are for bonus episodes that the loyal listeners get. 

Marketing pitches are designed around giveaways or participation in events. 

Other tactics?
Affiliate Marketing: Very small amounts of money. Almost not worth the time. 
Paid Membership: Stay tuned. Calvin is experimenting. Calvin's theory is some listeners enjoy 
participating in the show in some way. So build a membership site around that. 
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Resources mentioned in this presentation

● Media hosting companies: Libsyn Blubrry
● RSS Feed Generator: PowerPress
● URL Shortener: Pretty Link Lite
● Social Sharing: Genesis Simple Share Social Sharing Toolkit
● Email marketing services: MailChimp
● Feedback tools: mypodcastreviews.com Speakpipe
● Membership site tools: BuddyPress, S2 Member

http://libsyn.com/
http://blubrry.com/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/powerpress/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/pretty-link/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/genesis-simple-share/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/social-sharing-toolkit/
http://mailchimp.com/
https://mypodcastreviews.com/
http://www.speakpipe.com/
https://buddypress.org/
http://s2member.com/
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Wrap Up

Final Words: 
You will be bombarded with things to buy, services to sign up for.
There will always be more things you could/should do for your podcast and they will fill up every spare 

minute if you let them. 
A “marketing funnel” helps you figure out the best use of your time, money, and energy. 

Want to talk about podcasting or content marketing? 
Calvin will be at the Happiness Bar after the session 
Feel free to send email mailto:calvin@taprootmedia.com 

mailto:calvin@taprootmedia.com%20
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